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There are a number of things to consider when looking for young athletes 

and implementing techniques for their long-term success in the triple jump.   

This session will explore your needs and provide you with a basic roadmap for the upcoming season. 

What questions do I want to ask Eric in this session or any other sessions over the next two days?    

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

My starting list of things to look for when identifying athletes I want to coach in triple jump: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

What strategies will I use to discover their abilities (tests / drills / etc.): 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Once I move forward on a triple jump crew, I will use these steps to build out a progression: 

1) Runway techniques:  6 stride, 7 stride, or 8 stride (R or L) - to work on a consistent approach 

Notes:  __________________________________________________________________________ 

2) Choice of techniques:  Right, Right, Left       or      Left, Left, Right   - experiment? 

Notes:  __________________________________________________________________________ 



3) First Phase work:  take-off (runoff) to sand landing on take-off foot in power position 

Notes:  __________________________________________________________________________ 

4) Second Phase work:   Progress to take-off and step into sand on third phase 

Notes:  __________________________________________________________________________ 

5) Final Phase work:  Utilizing short approach, progress to a hop step and jump into sand 

Notes:  __________________________________________________________________________ 

6) Landing:  Working from a 4 step or 6 step run, work on final jump with reduced velocity 

Notes:  __________________________________________________________________________ 

7) Putting it together:  Go from a competition run distance and work phases 1 till comfortable, 

then through 2, then all phases until you are ready to roll! 

Other notes: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

  



Fundamental Drills for Strength & Stability  

in the Triple Jump 
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One of the more difficult elements of triple jump is the ability to remain balanced and in control through 

the phases.  Strength and stability is crucial to success as you gain distance and strength.  Pick and 

choose the drills you like and feel would be best for your team.  I will use many of them during the 

Saturday afternoon segment at UW. 

Mini-bounds (stepping RLRLRL) 

Bounding in place with high knee 

RRRR and LLLL on a line; two step jump into RRRR / LLLL; run into RRRR / LLLL 

RRLL and LLRR tests 

Combo bounds (make up a series; 4 steps into RRLRLRLL; RRLLRLRR etc.)  - Test their adaptability 

 

Bound notes: _________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Approach run to phase 1 off LJ take off board / 6 step, 8 step, 10 step etc.  

Approach run at a 15’ board – two phases – cut total distance in half when working with a goal jumper.    

Laws of 1/3s.   45’ equals 15/15/15 workouts.  36’ = 12/12/12, etc.  (use 4/6/8 step or full approach)  

4 step to finishing jump phase (use final leg to perfect landing) 

 

Phase notes: _________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 



Single leg balance exercises 

A) Line hops (side to side, front to back on one foot) 

B) Three way toe touches (RDL) barefoot or in sock (use cup pickup drill) 

C) Single foot jump rope – while moving forward on a line (skills coordination) 

D) Box ground box (optimal 4” box) 

E) Mini-hurdle hops down a line 

Hurdle drills on a line (left and right side) – skip with high knee 

Balance Notes:   

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Other things to try: 

- Longboard cycles  - Treadmill cycles 

- Pool bounding   - Cart push (shopping cart) 

- Lunge hops without knee touch (difficult so limit reps) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Rethinking and Simplifying All Phases of the Triple Jump 
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With any technical event, we can easily get bogged down into the details of 

confusing and minute details.  It is vital to remain as simple as possible with not just the jumping events, 

but also anything in track and field as a whole.  I will try to move through my thoughts on this process 

during this session.   

I spend a great deal of time on the runway progression for all of my jumpers and need to reiterate the 

importance of that segment of the jump.  I believe the total distance of the run up depends on the 

athlete in regards to not only what speed they can handle in the jump, but their ability to accelerate 

consistently and at what velocity.  With all horizontal events and in my opinion all jumping events, the 

ability to push velocity into and through the jump is the most critical element.  While high jump and pole 

vault need to convert that potential energy into a vertical motion, it is still extremely vital to success.  

While many feel triple jump requires a more “controlled speed” than long jump, the ability to push and 

maintain velocity through the jump is the most important element in covering a great deal of distance.  

Horizontal distance and take-off velocity go hand in hand in the long and triple jump.    

Approach work:  6/7/8/9/10 strides?   How far is too far? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

How to figure out a good checkmark; and what they tell you about the jump? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Phase management – running off the take off and setting up phase II… 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 



Phase II to III:  Punch, hold… punch hold, land! 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Landing, landing, landing:  Posture pays off!!  - Let’s examine rotational properties during the triple jump 

and landing.  Do your jumpers land on their faces, sit in a chair, or roll to the back of their head? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Troubleshooting:  What Issues are you noticing? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



No Substitute for Speed:   

Stride Progression Training for Track & Field 
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While there has been a lot of research and instruction on block starts for sprints and hurdles, over time I 

have become more interested in the ability to apply force effectively through the entire drive phase and 

acceleration to reach maximum speed.  I have seen mini-hurdle drill segments and wicket drills done by 

many coaches, but wanted to examine this process deeper into the exact stride patterns of athletes - 

without creating a cumbersome system for every single athlete I have.  With many alterations over the 

years to this process, I wanted to use this presentation to highlight some of my findings and hope to 

share some easy drills for you to follow.    

Step 1:  Mark off a wall or track with 6’ segments for 25-30’. Have your athletes use a 30m acceleration 

zone and roll into this speed trap at full speed.  Record the video and examine foot contacts.  Measure 

foot contacts and top stride length left to right and right-to-right etc.  Once you have this determined, 

now you know their starting max stride length. Write it down and make a spreadsheet.  You can use it 

for sprints, jumps and drills.     

Notes: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Step 2:  Figure out the start spacing based on your athlete height and stride size.  Try starting at 3’3” and 

working from there.  For some 3-3 will be too small.   

Move up by 3” every step:  See below 

3-3, 3-6, 3-9, 4-0, 4-3, 4-6, 4-9, 5-0, 5-3, 5-6, 5-9, 6-0 and up until the max stride length is attained.   

I start with a 12-step progression, adding 2 steps per weekly series 14/16/18/20.  By 20 steps, I find 

upright acceleration mechanics has been attained and sustained.  20 steps is also roughly the longest 

long jump or triple jump approach I will use -  so it makes a logical length for many reasons.       

Run these over sticks or mini hurdles – I prefer 8” hurdles for mechanical work after the first 4-5 steps.     

Notes: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________



_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Step 3:  See what your athletes do with 3” above their stride length?   

 

Notes: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Step 4:  Time the trap to track progress.   Start on athletes’ movement and give them an end zone.  

Record and track that progress through the season.  Make it a game.   20m / 25m / 30m etc.   

 

Notes: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Questions?   

 

Answers: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


